Homeowners Love Revive
Maximizing the profit of your home sale

The process from the beginning was clear, we

Working with Revive service providers was

were told what renovations to do and the cost

easy, pleasent, and amazing. I couldn't

and what possibilities of a sale price would look

imagine an easier process as a homeowner.

like. We were most happy with how fast it was.

We didn't think about design or execution.

Because of what happened with Revive, we are

Revive brought in experts to assist in

able to purchase a new home in Chicago and

maximizing the value of the home.

adopt... because of this!
Steve Neville
Homeowner, Nashville Seller

Pedro
Homeowner, Laguna Beach Seller

Revive made this process very easier for us. They

Revive alongside my real-estate agent was

engaged with the service provider and took care

able to help me decide, how much to spend on

of everything in 4 weeks. After the renovation,

renovating my home and where to spend to

we definitely saw the value and reached

maximize my returns.

our goal to sell the home.

Shain Mercer
Homeowner, Newport Beach Seller

Anu & Mahash
Homeowner, Irvine Seller

We were trying to purchase our new home for 7
months with no luck. We were tired and frustrated
with the process. Our realtor recommended
Revive's Trade Up program which allowed us to

As a realtor, I know my homes neighborhood
extremely well. My home was nearly a turnkey, but
I knew a small investment would make the world
of a difference to the buyer market. With Revive, I
was able to get the renovations done in a week,
sell within two weeks, and saw a return of 300%!

Christine
Homeowner, Los Angeles Seller

Revive

become an all-cash buyer. We put an offer on our
dream home, our submission was selected, and it
actually saved us $40,000 on the sale price. We
had a 10-day escrow and everything unfolded
infront of our eyes perfectly! Our family is grateful
for Revive and this program!
Bert And Debbie
Homeowner, Orange County Buyer
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